Comments:

The paper is well presented and the results reported are convincing. I have only a single concern in the methodology part regarding the evaluation of the satellite product with the gridded guage data, which is also raised by another reviewer. The inclusion of gridbox values to calculate the basin scale statistics should be strictly based on an appropriate criterion for eg, only include those grid boxes that have 2 guage values at least (again see Hegerl et al. 2015) so that the reduction in the systematic error is not biased by any spatial infilling or interpolation techniques used in deriving the guage product. It would be useful to report these guage values per basin in a table or as a map in the supplementary document.

Introduction

Line 1: It is not just the developing part of the world, which lacks temporally and spatially continuous long-term rainfall data. Rewrite the introduction part with a few sentences in relation to the recommendations in Hegerl et al. 2015.
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